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If sustainability entrepreneurs
didn't have life hard enough
already, we posited to them

some difficult questions — about
the anxieties of entrepreneurship,
implementing unconventional
business models, selling unusual
products, seeing value where
others couldn't or wouldn't, and
the challenges of ‘making in India’.

THE LIVES THEY LEFT
BEHIND
Sandeep Johnson worked logistics
for a technology company in
Mumbai. He had a friend who was
a costume designer for films and
could talk almost endlessly about
sustainable fashion. Johnson
admitted that he was unfamiliar
with the concept. When the friend,
Viji Joy, showed him examples of
what she meant, Johnson was
blown away. Within the year, they

became co-creators of Aambal, an
eco-conscious fashion brand
operating from Kerala. 

“We are all guilty of the crime of
fast fashion,” Johnson says, “even
me! Fast fashion is a story that
starts with polluting the ground
with chemical fertilisers and ends
with a used t-shirt finding its way
to a landfill. Even the seeds used
for hybrid cotton are different —
they use 60 percent more water.
With talk of climate change and
water scarcity, it didn't seem to
make sense to me anymore,” says
Johnson. 

If Fredrik Ruud Kondrup could
have started his brand,
IndoNaturals, as a boy he would
have. Unlike Johnson, Kondrup
always knew that sustainability
was the direction in which his life
was heading. “This influenced my
field of study, with me choosing
business administration and
economics with sustainable
business management in college,”

he says. After university in his
home country of Norway,
Kondrup came to India and
became associated with Afroz
Shah, the Indian
environmentalist behind the
world's largest beach clean-up.
Kondrup was always
concerned about plastic
proliferation but his work in
India opened his eyes to the
jeopardy the oceans were in
and that is when his
sustainable business idea
really took shape, as a range of
everyday products made with
local plant resources.

WORKING WITH
LIMITATIONS
Something that both Johnson
and Kondrup talk about in
their sustainable journey is
working with limitations. Just
as sustainability is a normative
concept and can mean
different things for everyone,

limitation too accosts people
differently.

“News that an entire river
ecosystem in Tirupur had
turned toxic with untreated
chemical dyes really sent me
over the edge. Sustainable
fashion incorporates natural
dyes which pose limitations in
terms of colour and vibrancy.
However, it's a look that is very
‘in’ these days and you just
need to walk down a street in
Fort Kochi to see that,” says
Johnson. Kondrup says that
sustainable entrepreneurs can
spend years in R&D alone,
especially if they are
committed to avoiding plastic.
“Packaging shampoo without
plastic bottles is difficult, so in
the interest of sustainability, it
makes sense to innovate on a
new format of a hair cleanser,”
he illustrates. Kondrup says
that the limitations forces
sustainable brands to work
harder. Johnson adds,
“Sustainability entrepreneurs
are aware of market factors
and limitations, yet choose
this life willingly without the
guarantee of success.” 

THE YOUNG AND THE
RESTLESS
Kondrup, in a similar vein,
speaks about the anxieties of a
young start-up owner. “I wish
that someone could have
warned us about the
pandemic, the shipping crisis
and the recession,” he laughs.
“Things have been stressful for
a long time and I knew that
things in the circular
economic model wouldn't be
easy. Entrepreneurs have to
stay positive and take care of
their health, by looking into
little things like getting
enough sleep. Otherwise,
tomorrow's tasks will take
twice as long,” he says.

Maria Kuriakose, founder of
the brand Thenga, a natural
alternative to tableware made
using coconut shells, knows
the difference between
appreciation and adoption
only too well. “Many
sustainable brands are
appreciated for their intention
and effort, but it can be
disillusioning to see that the
same people that applaud you
are also not open to paying a
higher value for eco-
sensitivity,” she says.
Kuriakose too admits that the
grind can be unforgiving. “You
have to love what you do so
that, in the initial stages, you
can go on without taking a
break. People think
entrepreneurship is all about
being your own boss but that
just makes you answerable to
everyone. I wouldn't
recommend it as a blanket
solution for all. It's risky,
especially if you have a family,”

says Kuriakose, who recently
became a mother. “Even if you
gave it your best shot, the
market conditions may not be
in your favour. I would tell
aspiring entrepreneurs to go
for it but to always have a Plan
B and a good exit strategy.”

AN EYE FOR
ABUNDANCE
Kuriakose rationalises the
initial hesitation that buyers
have with brands that are 100
percent natural or built on
abundant resources. “In
Kerala, the coconut shell is
considered a waste product. I
visited oil mills and tender
coconut processing units and
found that shells were actually
being burnt for fuel. People say
that Malayalees use every part
of the coconut and while this is
true, broadly, all these
different industries were
working in silos.” 

Zuzana Gombosova, an
entrepreneur from Slovakia
working in Kerala, shares
Kuriakose's passion for

finding value in things that are
readily abundant.
Gombosova's start-up Malai,
which creates a bacterial
cellulose alternative to leather,
began as a loose continuation
of her academic research in
bacterial cellulose as a
material for the future.
Gombosova discovered that
coconut water was being
discarded by factories in
Kerala to the tune of 1,000
litres a day. When coconut
water was mixed with
bacterial cultures, a layer of
cellulose could be obtained
that could substitute for
leather. Gombosova
discovered that natural fibres
from bananas, hemp or Sisal
could be added for bulk, body
or elasticity.

BUSINESS, THE 
INDIAN WAY
In managing bureaucracy and
language barriers, Gombosova
and Kondrup have the
foreigner's disadvantage.

“There is very limited scope
for funding here. People are
hesitant to say no to you but
that doesn't mean the answer
is yes,” Gombosova observes.
She believes that what a
sustainability entrepreneur
needs is actually a bit of
naivete. “I didn't think of
many of the challenges I would
face simply because they
didn't exist to me at the time.”
For bureaucratic work,
Gombosova recommends
getting an agent. Kondrup says
that things are changing daily.
“I am impressed at how
quickly a lot of the old
bureaucratic processes are
digitalising. The platforms
that didn't exist when I first
started, exist now.” In the
fuzzy concept known as
sustainability, there is also a
focus on local communities.
The entrepreneurs agree that
women's empowerment 
and outreach form the
bedrock of sustainable efforts
at the ground-level. The
entrepreneurs look forward to

training and working with
teams of rural women.
Kondrup says that there are
already quality social Indian
producers working in India
and fresh entrepreneurs can
partner with them instead of
reinventing the wheel.
Johnson advocates the 
small-batch model as, “Each
village or weaving cluster in
the south has a signature in
their fabric which is worth
preserving.” On working in an
area where there is already a
certain design tradition,
Kuriakose says, “The artists
come from a rural
environment and the
customers come from an
urban environment and
therefore expectations have to
be communicated correctly.
The design tendency among
the artisans is always to add
more detail which goes against
the grain of the current trend.
Minimal will do, I say. After all,
in the sustainable universe,
less is more.”
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ANATOMY OF A 
SUSTAINABILITY 
ENTREPRENEUR

Four entrepreneurs from the sustainability space 
share the hows and whys of sustainable business with us

ARTS AND THE
WOMAN: A FEMINIST 

SATYAGRAHA
Women curators and artists are questioning if not redefining 

our notions of permissibility and perception
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The Champaran
Satyagraha is a watershed
moment in Indian

history. As per the directives of
the British, tenant farmers in
Bihar and Bengal were forced to
grow indigo on their land. Their
resentment led to the uprising
that became known as the
Champaran Satyagraha. Even a
century later, indigo is
controversial — for some it's a
symbol of historic oppression,
while it is celebrated by others.
In parts of south India, indigo is
referred to as the ‘Blue Mother’
and is worshiped. Indigo has
another characteristic, it affects
everything it touches. Perhaps,
Mario D'Souza considered this
when he chose organic indigo
ink to compose the illustration
that runs along the walls at the
gallery now showing ‘A Place at
the Table - Where is Amma?’.

Curated by Tanya Abraham,
the exhibition stems from her
many dialogues with women,

concerning itself with “a world
of inequality, patriarchy, and
power struggles”. Mario's work
weaves into the others being
shown at the gallery, a
collection of exhibits that
explore the position of women
in the subaltern. In Where is
Amma? Abraham uses the term
Amma as a universal
embodiment of the female. 

KITCHENSCAPES
Like indigo, a kitchen too is
filled with dichotomy. It can be
a place of freedom or of
bondage. The curatorial note
references “socio-cultural
frameworks, which position
women to accept roles assigned
to them irrefutably”. Abraham
says, “For me the idea of
bringing in the kitchen was that
it's a space that is always
associated with a woman in
India.” In one project,
participating artists enter the
kitchens of Kochi women to
create a series of films. As the
women cooked for their
families, the artists captured

videos of their lived
experiences — the films look
partly like recipe
documentation, and part
anthropological study. A
diversity of women were
chosen for the project. “It's
really a performance that is
happening in the kitchen, for all
of the artists. The art that is

produced in the kitchen is
ephemeral in nature. To
capture that, film was the only
medium I could think of that
could show that interaction.
Cooking can be an artistic
practice for anybody, rich or
poor, but it doesn't become a

practice of enjoyment if it is
just a mundane responsibility.
I don't step into the kitchen
myself. I have the luxury of
that choice but there are
people who don't,” says the
curator. 

WAYS OF SEEING
“Ek ladki ko dekha to aisa laga”

sang Kumar Sanu in the early
'90s, but you are not quite sure
of how to feel when you see the
women on display at ‘Of
Disappearance and Desire’, the
exhibition hosted by the
Hashtag Collective. First of all,
the range of women — south
Indian actresses from the
black and white era — are
depicted on lenticular panels
that form, dissolve and reform
as you move around the room.
Forget objectification and the
male gaze, here the women are
literally optical illusions. The
switch in perspective is both
literal and topical. Parvathi
Nayar, an artist from the
collection calls it “a look at our
cinema through the female
prism”. The Malayalam film
industry is broadly considered
“progressive” for their
portrayal of feminine themes,
yet even here, there is scope for
reimaging, feels Nayar. A panel
in the style of a billboard
upfronts the image of a
Malayalam film actress. “There
was a media student who came
in recently who talked about
how rare that still is, to have a
female face on a movie
billboard,” says Nayar. Some
reimaginings go beyond the
veil. In Adoor
Gopalakrishnan's canonical
film Mathilukal, the character
of Narayani is never seen, only

heard. (KPAC Lalitha voices
Narayani but does not appear
in the film). The collective, in
one of their panels, gives form

to Narayani, letting her be seen
for the first time.

In referencing Malayalam
cinema, and showcasing
Kochi’s kitchens, Abraham and
Nayar have set up some of the
more ‘local’ exhibitions this
season. People are instantly
enthused at seeing actresses
and films they recognise or in
seeing kitchens like those at
home. “They are familiar with
these stories and it is a ‘wow’
moment for them to see them
in a slightly different light,”
says Nayar who wants
audiences to leave the

exhibition with questions
around ‘What role does cinema
play in the arena of gender
conversation?’ and ‘Does the

cinematic narrative hold up a
reciprocal mirror to society?’
Abraham says, “If someone is
visiting from outside Kerala
and they want to relate to
something that is very local
then this would be the place. It
wasn't easy winning the trust
of the women you see, a
kitchen is a very intimate
place. We got permission only
after speaking to their
husbands first. Honestly, none
of the women have come to the
exhibition to see themselves.
The husbands have come,
which in itself, says a lot.”
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